
Safeguard Your Enterprise with Advanced Security and Durability
With constant threats to your enterprise, protecting your people, premises and critical assets 

requires next-level strategies and technology for your ID card program. The Datacard® 

SD460™ card printer with a standard laminator directly addresses your concerns by 

delivering exceptional security and more durable cards. This card printer empowers issuers 

with innovative yet affordable offerings, including high-performance overlays, a unique 

tactile impression and a card debow feature. 

�  Innovation that matters. A tactile impression personalization feature enhances security 

by creating an impression on the card you can see and feel, making alteration attempts 

clearly visible. Choose from a set of standard designs or create a custom one specifi c to 

your organization, elevating security and your brand. Datacard® DuraShield™ clear and 

holographic overlays take security and durability to new levels by providing full edge-

to-edge coverage that’s virtually impossible to remove intact and provides four times the 

durability of basic topcoats — at nearly the same price.  

�  Single-pass effi ciency. Encode contact and contactless smart chips and magnetic stripes 

or add bar codes to make cards fully compatible with access control and other automated 

systems. You can also choose the security and durability you need with a range of high 

performance topcoats, polyester patches and overlays. All of this from a single system 

that offers faster throughput and a unique card debow feature that fl attens cards after 

lamination.    

�  A complete, integrated solution. The SD460 card printer offers an open platform for 

integration into a variety of environments. Combined with Datacard® software, supplies 

and services, you now have a reliable solution for taking security and durability to 

the next level. 

THE NEXT LEVEL IN 

CARD ISSUANCE

Datacard Group has re-designed and 

re-imagined card printing technology 

to deliver the breakthroughs you’ve 

been waiting for.

•  Patent pending tactile impression 

feature that makes cards more secure

•  Faster system throughput — up to 

200 cards per hour single-sided — 

with less downtime 

•  Cost-effective security and durability 

features, lower total cost of ownership

•  A unique patent pending card 

debow feature that fl attens cards 

after lamination

DATACARD® SD460™ CARD PRINTER 



Build a complete card issuance 

solution with Datacard Group

The Datacard® SD460™ card printer works with 

Datacard software, certifi ed supplies and global 

services to give you a complete ID issuance 

solution that delivers exceptional results.

DATACARD® SD460™ CARD PRINTER

• Standard 100- or optional 200-card input hopper

• Backlit LCD offers at-a-glance print status

• Tactile impressor for tamper-evident security

• Inline card debower fl attens cards after lamination
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SD460 Card Printer Features and Specifi cations

Print technology Direct-to-card dye-sublimation/resin thermal transfer

Print and lamination 
capabilities

One- or two-sided edge-to-edge printing, with standard one-sided and optional two-sided lamination 
Ultraviolet fl uorescent printing
Full-color and and monochrome printing capabilities
Alphanumeric, text, logos, digitalized signatures, 1D/2D bar code images Printer pooling/sharing

Print resolution 300 dots per inch, 256 shades per color panel

Print, lamination 
and tactile 
impression speed

Up to 200 cards per hour front side YMCK ribbon with front side lamination
Up to 175 cards per hour front side YMCK-K ribbon, back side K with front side lamination
Up to 185 cards per hour (one side print and lamination with tactile) YMCK 
Up to 150 cards per hour (two sided printer and lamination with tactile) YMCK K

Card capacity Automatic feed: 100-card input and output for 0.030 in. (0.76mm) cards
Manual feed: 1-card input/exception slot

Physical 
specifi cations

Lamination station 1
Dimensions: 23.2 in. x 10.6 in. x 20.2 in. (589 mm x 270 mm x 513 mm)
Lamination station 1 and 2
Dimensions: 23.2 in. x 10.6 in. x 20.2 in. (589 mm X 270 mm X 513 mm)
Lamination station 1, 2 and impressor
Dimensions: 26.6 in. x 10.6 in. x 20.2 in. (675 mm x 270 mm x 513 mm)

Weight Lamination station 1: 29.92 lbs (13.6 kg)
Lamination station 1 and 2: 32.78 lbs (14.9 kg)
Lamination station 1, 2 and impressor: 36.96 lbs (16.8 kg)

Connectivity Bidirectional USB 2.0 high speed; Ethernet 10 Base-T/100-Dase-TX (with activity light)

Warranties 30 Months Standard Depot Warranty; 30 months printhead warranty (no pass restriction) 
Full warranty details can be found in the printer documentation kit

SD460 Printer Options

Magnetic stripe
encoding

Field upgradeable
ISO 7811 three-track option (high- and low-coercivity)
JIS Type II single-track option
Support for standard and custom data formats

Smart card
personalization 

Factory options:
Single-wire contact/contactless all-in-one encoder (read/write) for MIFARE, ISO7816, ISO14443 A/B, 
ISO15693, ISO FeliCa). DESFire 
Two-wire contact/contactless all-in-one encoder (read/write) for MIFARE/DESFire, ISO7816, 
ISO14443, A/B

Field upgradeable options: 
Single-wire contact/contactless all-in-one encoder (read/write) for MIFARE, ISO7816, ISO14443 A/B, 
ISO15693, ISO FeliCa). DESFire 
Two-wire contact/contactless all-in-one encoder (read/write) for MIFARE/DESFire, ISO7816, 
ISO14443, A/B 
iCLASS by HID, read/write encoder or read-only 
PC Prox by HID, read-only
Third-party OEM smart card option-ready (for contactless readers only – additional encoder under third 
party to support contact encoding)

Additional fi eld 
upgradeable options

Extended 200-card input hopper; Second laminator; Tactile impression; Kensington security lock 

• Secure storage for rejected cards

• Quick-change ribbons switch out in seconds

•  Easy access to color-coded laminating cartridges with 

easy-to-load supplies

• Ethernet port for network connectivity



PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE,  

YOUR PROGRAM AND YOUR BUDGET



SECURE AND DURABLE BY DESIGN

Photos and basic identity data are no longer enough. Just as counterfeiting and alteration attempts have become more 

sophisticated, so have the features you can use to easily verify a cardholder’s identity and ID authenticity. Maximize card 

security with a layered approach that includes incorporating smart chips in card substrates, unique personalization features 

and secure overlays with covert features.

Durability matters too. You need cards to last longer so you can avoid costly re-issuance. The durability features you build 

into your cards need to be resistant to abrasion, chemicals and normal wear and tear — while making cards more secure. 

Datacard Group has applied the science of security and 

durability to develop innovative market-driven solutions to 

empower your card issuance program. Our scientific expertise 

in materials, testing and personalization has led to new 

hardware innovations, more secure supplies and overlays that 

deliver the best mix of affordability and durability yet.

Take our scientific breakthroughs and reinvent your ID card 

program. Design your ID cards with the right mix of security 

and durability features to protect your people, your program 

and your budget like never before. 

REINVENT YOUR ID CARDS WITH THE SCIENCE OF SECURITY & DURABILITY

ARE YOUR PEOPLE PROTECTED?

 • How secure are your overlays? 

 • Are your cards tamper-evident?

 • Can you visually verify your cards? 

 • Are your cards resistant to counterfeiting? 

IS YOUR PROGRAM AND BUDGET PROTECTED?

 • Are your cards lasting as long as they need to?

 • Do you have to re-issue cards frequently?

 • Can you affordably add more durability to your cards?

Make cards more secure with 

custom security overlays that offer 

multiple layers of security ranging 

from simple to complex. A 

combination of overt, covert and 

forensic security features make 

cards easy to verify and hard to 

counterfeit.

New DuraShield™ clear or 

holographic overlays are virtually 

impossible to remove intact and 

provide edge-to-edge protection 

for greater card security and 

aesthetics. They are nearly as 

durable as polyester patches 

— at a cost that matches basic 

topcoats — which reduces costly 

card issuance and re-issuance.

Magnetic stripes can be 

encoded with biographical 

data and access control 

information and read with

machine-readable systems.

SECURE OVERLAYS

TACTILE IMPRESSION

Create an extra level of security that is easy to 

visually verify. Combine an overlay with a unique 

tactile impression that causes the overlay to tear 

during an attempt to remove it, adding extra 

security by displaying tamper evidence.

VIVID PERSONALIZATION

Improve visual verification with proven technology 

to ensure accurate color matching and high 

quality printing of photos, logos and graphics.

SMART CHIP

Encode contact or  

contactless chips with 

biographical data, such as  

the cardholder’s name or date 

of birth. Smart chips also allow 

for storage of biometrics and 

other tamper-resistant data.

MAGNETIC STRIPE



THE SCIENCE OF SUCCESS

TACTILE IMPRESSION —  

AN INDUSTRY FIRST

Overt security — which is clearly visible to the 

eye — is now more than a photo and a name. 

Our patent pending tactile feature impresses 

an image into the card substrate and overlay 

at the time of personalization that you can see 

and feel. Using a custom tactile image further 

elevates security. 

DEBOWER

Cards bowing due to lamination is a challenging 

problem for issuers. A unique patent pending 

debower feature flattens cards inline after 

lamination to meet ISO specifications.

OVERLAYS

Provide a strong line of defense against fraud and card wear. 

Datacard Group has a broad portfolio of secure overlays that offer 

many choices to fit your program and budget. 

Ranging from basic clear topcoats to patches that provide the 

highest durability, overlays protect bar codes, signatures, logos and 

images. For increased security, use holographic logos, text, graphics 

and other high-security features. 

Datacard® DuraShield™ clear and holographic overlays

 •  Nearly as durable as a polyester patch — yet  

more affordable

 • Virtually impossible to remove intact

 • Full edge-to-edge protection

 •  4x the durability of standard topcoats — at nearly  

the same cost

THE RIGHT FIT FOR ALL

Whether your issuance program is large or small, security and durability features are important. You now have more 

flexibility than ever to design ID cards that meet your needs. Building a program with a robust menu of options helps you 

protect your people, program and budget — no matter what your market. 



INNOVATION FOCUSED ON YOU

For over 40 years, Datacard Group has continually advanced the science of security and durability to deliver card 

issuance breakthroughs that matter to you. Our latest desktop card issuance systems are the culmination of years of 

proven innovation and deep insight into our customers’ escalating security and durability challenges. 

Rely on our network of authorized Datacard providers worldwide to deliver the high-value, high-performance solutions 

you need to succeed. For more information, visit www.datacard.com/id.

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

Minnetonka, MN

Phone: +1 952 933 1223

Email: info@datacard.com

www.datacard.com

CONNECT WITH US EVERYWHERE
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BROUGHT TO YOU BY  

DATACARD® SD460™ CARD PRINTER 

This all-in-one printer, encoder and laminator delivers everything you 

need to integrate the science of security and durability to your ID card 

issuance program. 

•  Unique new features: tactile impression and an  

inline debower that flattens cards after lamination

•  Improved throughput

•  Re-engineered for greater reliability, card throughput  

and ease-of-use

Secure Issuance Anywhere™

Datacard Group empowers you to issue financial cards, mobile applications, secure 

IDs and credentials anywhere, anytime you choose. We design our integrated 

solutions — systems, software, service and supplies — to enable central, instant  

or mobile issuance. 


